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A necessary and suﬃcient condition for the ordered weighted average (OWA) aggregation value of an arbitrary aggre-
gated set to consistently increase with the orness level is proposed. The OWA operator properties associated with the
orness level are extended. Then, with the generating function representation of Regular Increasing Monotone (RIM) quan-
tiﬁer, all these conditions and properties are extended to the case of RIM quantiﬁers, which can be seen as the continuous
OWA operator with free dimension. Some families of consistency RIM quantiﬁers and their corresponding OWA opera-
tors are summarized. Some existing linguistic term RIM quantiﬁers are collected and two parameterized generalization
forms of them are proposed, which can be useful for the selection and comparison of the linguistic quantiﬁer in theory
and applications.
 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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The ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operator which was introduced by Yager [45] has attracted much
interest among researchers. It provides a general class of parameterized aggregation operators that include the
min, max, average. Many applications such as in the areas of decision making, expert systems, data mining,
approximate reasoning, fuzzy system and control have been proposed [19,20,27,39,56,57].
One of the appealing points in OWA operators is the concept of orness [45]. The orness measure reﬂects the
andlike or orlike aggregation result of an OWA operator, which is very important both in theory and appli-
cations [13,15,50–52]. The extension of Yager’s orness concept to other aggregation operators has recently0888-613X/$ - see front matter  2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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means under the name of disjunction degree. It can be proved that Yager’s orness measure for OWA operator
coincides with Dujmovic´’s deﬁnition as a special case [6,34,37]. Marichal also used this deﬁnition to the dis-
crete Choquet integral for practical applications [34,33]. Marichal [32] proposed that the degrees of orness can
be deﬁned for any compensative aggregation operator. Calvo et al. [7] suggested an extension of OWA oper-
ators by applying the concept of weighting triangles in place of the standard OWA weighting vector. Ferna´n-
dez Salido and Murakami [37] extended the OWA orness measure to fuzzy aggregation operators. Larsen [21]
proposed an orness measure for a special type of root-power mean in the quasi arithmetic mean family.
Recently, Liu proposed the orness measures for the quasi arithmetic mean operator and the weighted function
average operator respectively [26,30]. Yager also extended the orness concept to the GOWA operator [53]. In
some recent literatures, the OWA operator orness is also called ‘‘attitudinal-character’’ [53,54,57], as it asso-
ciates with the subjective preference in decision making.
It is clear that the actual type of aggregation performed by an OWA operator depends upon the form of the
weighting vector [8,12–15,49–52]. The weighting vector determination is usually a prerequisite step in many
OWA related applications, and it has become an active topic in recent years [1,24,29,43,44]. A number of
approaches were suggested for obtaining the associated OWA operator, i.e., quantiﬁer guided aggregation
[45,47], exponential smoothing [13], sample learning [39,55] and weights function method [1]. One commonly
used method is to obtain the desired OWA operator under a given orness level [12–15,29,35,58], which is usu-
ally formulated as a constrained optimization problem. The objective to be optimized can be the (Shannon)
entropy [12,14,29,35], the variance [15,24], the maximum dispersion [2,43], the (generalized) Re´nyi entropy
[31], the total square deviation [41], or even the preemptive goal programming [42]. O’Hagan [35] suggested
the problem of constraint nonlinear programming with a maximum entropy procedure, the solution is called
a MEOWA (Maximum Entropy OWA) operator. Filev and Yager [12] further proposed a method to generate
MEOWA weighting vector by an immediate parameter. Fulle´r and Majlender [14] transformed the maximum
entropy model into a polynomial equation, which can be solved analytically. Liu and Chen [29] proposed gen-
eral forms of the MEOWA operator with a parametric geometric approach, and discussed its aggregation
properties. Apart from maximum entropy OWA operator, Fulle´r and Majlender [15] suggested the minimal
variability OWA operator problem in quadratic programming, and proposed an analytical method of it.
Liu [24] gave this OWA operator generating method with the equidiﬀerent OWA operator, and discussed
its properties. A closely related work is that of Wang and Parkan [43]. They proposed a linear programming
model with minimax disparity approach to get the OWA operator under desired orness level. The solution
equivalence of the minimum variance problem and the minimax disparity problem was proved theoretically
by Liu recently [28]. Majlender [31] proposed a maximum Re´nyi entropy OWA operator problem with expo-
nential objective function, which can include the maximum entropy and minimum variance problem as special
cases, and an analytical solution was proposed.
Another commonly used concept in the aggregation process is the fuzzy linguistic quantiﬁers. They are
exempliﬁed in natural language by terms such as most, many, at least half, some and few. Now, fuzzy quantiﬁer
has become a basic tool in uncertain system modeling and computing with words theory [22,59,61]. Zadeh [60]
distinguished them with absolute quantiﬁers, such as ‘‘much more than 10’’, and relative quantiﬁers, such as
‘‘a half’’. Yager [46,48] further distinguished the relative quantiﬁers into three classes: Regular Increasing
Monotone (RIM) quantiﬁer, Regular Decreasing Monotone (RDM) quantiﬁer and Regular UniModal
(RUM) quantiﬁer. Both the RDM and RUM quantiﬁers can be generated from RIM quantiﬁers. He also used
the RIM quantiﬁer to obtain the decision function in OWA aggregation. Based on the OWA operator orness,
Yager proposed the orness for the RIM quantiﬁer with the OWA aggregation dimension number approaching
inﬁnity [48]. Recently. Liu [23,27] found the relationship between the OWA operator and the RIM quantiﬁer
with the generating function technique. Their properties associated orness measure can be corresponded with
each other.
If the orness level is used as a control parameter in the OWA aggregation, a natural requirement is that an
OWA weighting vector familyW should satisfy the following two conditions:
1. For any given orness level a 2 [0,1], there exists an OWA weighting vector W 2W, that makes
orness(W) = a;
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tion values FW(X) and F W 0 ðX Þ satisfy F W ðX ÞP F W 0 ðX Þ.
Condition 1 means that this OWA operator family distributes on the whole possible orness interval [0,1].
Condition 2 makes this OWA operator family be consistent, that is the higher levels of orness, which entails a
higher optimism of the decision maker, should lead necessarily to higher aggregated scores. As a = 0 and a = 1
lead to the unique solutions of minimum and maximum respectively, these two conditions mean that any value
between the minimum and maximum can be obtained if the orness level a changes in the unit interval [0,1].
The orness level can be used as the control parameter to represent the decision maker’s preference which is
both complete and consistent. It was proved that both the solutions of the maximum entropy and minimum
variance problems satisfy these two conditions [24,29]. Similar conditions also be hold for the RIM quantiﬁer
aggregation method [23,25]. However, the second condition is not satisﬁed in general, two negative examples
were given in [29, p. 172] and [23, p. 589] for the OWA and RIM quantiﬁer cases respectively. Two suﬃcient
conditions for the OWA operator that make this aggregation be consistent were once proposed [29]. The con-
sistency of maximum entropy OWA operator in geometric form was proved, some properties associated with
the orness level are discussed, which extended the results of O’Hagan [35], Filev and Yager [12,13], Fulle´r and
Majlender [14]. Similar conditions for RIM quantiﬁer were also discussed in [23]. Here a problem arises: If
other forms of consistent OWA operator or RIM quantiﬁer families to be proposed, what condition should
these OWA operator or RIM quantiﬁer families satisfy?
In the present paper, a necessary and suﬃcient condition for the OWA aggregation value be consistent with
the orness level is proposed. The two suﬃcient conditions for the consistent OWA aggregation property that
was once proposed in [29] become special cases of this condition, and their proofs are signiﬁcantly simpliﬁed.
Then, with the generating function technique, this necessary and suﬃcient condition and the followed OWA
operator properties are extended to the case of RIM quantiﬁer, which can be seen as the continuous OWA
operator with free dimension. Some families of consistent OWA operator and their corresponding RIM quan-
tiﬁer families are summarized and extended [23,27,29,47]. As the RIM quantiﬁers are usually more simple and
intuitive than that of the corresponding OWA operator, some linguistic term RIM quantiﬁers in applications
are collected [3,4,9,11,16–18,20,40], two parameterized generalizations of them are proposed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some preliminaries, they include the
concept of OWA operator and the quantiﬁer guided aggregation method with OWA operator. Section 3 pro-
poses a necessary and suﬃcient condition for the consistency of OWA aggregation. Two suﬃcient conditions
for the consistent OWA aggregation are extended and improved. Then, these conditions and properties are
extended to the RIM quantiﬁers with the generating function technique. Section 4 gives a summary of some
consistent RIM quantiﬁer families and their corresponding OWA operators. Section 5 collects some linguistic
RIM quantiﬁers in applications and proposes two parameterized generalization of them. Section 6 summarizes
the main results and draws conclusions.2. Preliminaries
2.1. OWA operators
An OWA operator [45] of dimension n is a mapping F : Rn ! R that has an associated weighting vector
W = (w1,w2, . . . ,wn) having the propertiesw1 þ w2 þ    þ wn ¼ 1; 0 6 wj 6 1; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nand such thatF W ðX Þ ¼ F W ðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1
wjyjwith yj being the jth largest of the xi.
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Xn
j¼1
n j
n 1wj: ð1ÞThe min, max and average (arithmetic mean) correspond to W*, W* and WA respectively, where
W* = (1,0, . . . , 0), W* = (0,0, . . . , 1) and W A ¼ ð1n ; 1n ; . . . ; 1nÞ, that is F W  ðX Þ ¼ min16i6nfxig, F W  ðX Þ ¼
max16i6nfxig and F W AðX Þ ¼ 1n
Pn
i¼1xi. Obviously, orness(W
*) = 1, orness(W*) = 0 and ornessðW AÞ ¼ 12.
2.2. Quantiﬁer guided aggregation with OWA operator
In [48], Yager proposed a method for obtaining the OWA weighting vectors via fuzzy linguistic quantiﬁers,
especially the Regular Increasing Monotone(RIM) quantiﬁer, which can provide information aggregation
procedures guided by verbally expressed concepts and a dimension independent description of the desired
aggregation.
Deﬁnition 1 [48]. A fuzzy subset Q of the real line is called a Regular Increasing Monotone(RIM) quantiﬁer if
Q(0) = 0, Q(1) = 1, and Q(x)P Q(y) if x > y.
Examples of this kind of quantiﬁer are all, most, many, there exists [48].
The quantiﬁer all is represented by the fuzzy subsetQðxÞ ¼
1 if x ¼ 1;
0 if x 6¼ 1:
The quantiﬁer there exists, not none, is deﬁned asQðxÞ ¼ 0 if x ¼ 0;
1 if x 6¼ 0:
With a RIM quantiﬁer Q, the OWA weighting vector can be obtained as [48]:wi ¼ Q in
 
 Q i 1
n
 
: ð2ÞThe quantiﬁer guided aggregation with OWA operator isF QðX Þ ¼ F W ðX Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1
Q
i
n
 
 Q i 1
n
  
xi: ð3ÞYager also extended the orness measure of OWAoperator to the case of RIMquantiﬁer [48]. Let n!1 in the
orness measure of the OWA weighting vector with (2), the orness measure of a RIM quantiﬁer can be obtainedornessðQÞ ¼ lim
n!1
Xn
i¼1
n i
n 1 Q
i
n
 
 Q i 1
n
  
¼ lim
n!1
1
n 1
Xn1
i¼1
Q
i
n
 
¼
Z 1
0
QðxÞdx: ð4ÞThus the orness degree of a RIM quantiﬁer is equal to the area under its membership function.
To establish the corresponding relationship between OWA operator and RIM quantiﬁer, a generating func-
tion representation of RIM quantiﬁer was proposed by Liu [23,27].
Deﬁnition 2 [23]. For f(t) on [0,1] and a RIM quantiﬁer Q(x), f(t) is called generating function of Q(x), if it
satisﬁesQðxÞ ¼
Z x
0
f ðtÞdt; ð5Þwhere f(t)P 0 and
R 1
0
f ðtÞdt ¼ 1.
Obviously, for any diﬀerentiable RIM quantiﬁer Q(x), its generating function f(t) is equal to its ﬁrst order
diﬀerential function Q 0(x).
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Z 1
0
QðxÞdx ¼
Z 1
0
Z x
0
f ðtÞdtdx ¼
Z 1
0
Z 1
t
f ðtÞdxdt ¼
Z 1
0
ð1 tÞf ðtÞdt: ð6ÞIt can be easily seen that Q* leads to the weighting vector W*, Q
* leads to the weighting vector W*, and
QA(x) = x leads to the weighting vector WA. Comparing (1) and (6), these two orness measures are similar
in their expressions, furthermore, we also have orness(Q*) = 0, orness(Q
*) = 1, and ornessðQAÞ ¼ 12. Similarly,
as the class of RIM quantiﬁers is bounded by the quantiﬁers Q* (quantiﬁer ‘‘all’’) and Q
*(quantiﬁer ‘‘there
exists’’), thus for any RIM quantiﬁer Q(x), Q*(x) 6 Q(x) 6 Q*(x), and for any X = (x1,x2, . . . ,xn),
F Q ðX Þ ¼ max16i6nfxig; F Q ðX Þ ¼ min16i6nfxig; F QAðX Þ ¼ 1n
Pn
i¼1xi.3. A necessary and suﬃcient condition for consistency OWA operators and RIM quantiﬁers
3.1. A necessary and suﬃcient condition for the consistency of OWA operators
In what follows, a necessary and suﬃcient condition for the consistency of OWA operators is proposed,
which can be seen as an extension and improvement of the properties for the OWA operator presented in
[29]. Here, the OWA weighting vector does not need to be nonzero. The signiﬁcantly simpliﬁed proofs of them
are also provided.
Theorem 1. For OWA weighting vectors W = (w1,w2, . . . ,wn), W 0 ¼ ðw01;w02; . . . ;w0nÞ, let si ¼
Pi
k¼1wi; s
0
i ¼Pi
k¼1w
0
i; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, then "X = (x1,x2, . . . ,xn), F W ðX ÞP F W 0 ðX Þ if and only if 8i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; si P s0i.
Proof. 1. Sufficiency
First we will prove that if 8k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; sk P s0k, then "X = (x1,x2, . . . ,xn), F W ðX ÞP F W 0 ðX Þ. Let us
suppose that x1P x2P   P xn, thenF W ðX Þ  F W 0 ðX Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1
wixi 
Xn
i¼1
w0ixi ¼
Xn
i¼1
ðsi  si1Þxi 
Xn
i¼1
ðs0i  s0i1Þxi
¼ snxn þ
Xn1
i¼1
siðxi  xiþ1Þ
 !
 s0nxn þ
Xn1
i¼1
s0iðxi  xiþ1Þ
 !
¼
Xn1
i¼1
ðsi  s0iÞðxi  xiþ1Þ:If 8i; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n 1; si P s0i, as xiP xi+1, so F W ðX ÞP F W 0 ðX Þ.
2. Necessity
On the other hand, if "X = (x1,x2, . . . ,xn), F W ðX ÞP F W 0 ðX Þ, let X i ¼ ð1; 1; . . . ; 1
ith
; 0; 0; . . . ; 0Þ,
i = 1,2, . . . ,n, then F W ðX iÞP F W 0 ðX iÞ, that is si P s0i. h
If "X = (x1,x2, . . . ,xn), F W ðX ÞP F W 0 ðX Þ stands, considering a special case with X ¼ ðn1n1 ; n2n1 ; . . . ; 1n1 ; 0Þ, it
has orness(W)P orness(W 0). From Theorem 1, a necessary and suﬃcient condition for the consistent OWA
aggregation can be obtained.
Corollary 1. For any two OWA weighting vectors W = (w1,w2, . . . ,wn), W 0 ¼ ðw01;w02; . . . ;w0nÞ in an OWA
weighting vector family W, let si ¼
Pi
k¼1wi; s
0
i ¼
Pi
k¼1w
0
i; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, then orness(W)P orness(W 0) implies
"X = (x1,x2, . . . ,xn), F W ðX ÞP F W 0 ðX Þ if and only if 8i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; si P s0i.
Corollary 1 shows that for an OWA weighting vector familyW, to make the aggregation value for any X be
consistent with the orness level, that is for 8W ;W 0 2W, orness(W)P orness(W 0) implies "X,
F W ðX ÞP F W 0 ðX Þ, we only need that 8k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; sk P s0k.
Such condition does not satisﬁed in general, a negative example was once given in [29, p. 172]. Two suﬃ-
cient conditions to make the aggregation value be consistent with the orness level are proposed in the follow-
ing, which can be seen as the improvements of that in [29].
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wiw0j P w
0
iwj stands, then 8k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; sk P s0k.
Proof. As sn ¼ s0n ¼ 1,sk  s0k ¼ sks0n  s0ksn ¼
Xk
i¼1
wi
Xn
j¼1
w0j 
Xk
i¼1
w0i
Xn
j¼1
wj
¼
Xk
i¼1
wi
Xk
j¼1
w0j þ
Xk
i¼1
wi
Xn
j¼kþ1
w0j 
Xk
i¼1
w0i
Xk
j¼1
wj 
Xk
i¼1
w0i
Xn
j¼kþ1
wj ¼
Xk
i¼1
wi
Xn
j¼kþ1
w0j 
Xk
i¼1
w0i
Xn
j¼kþ1
wj
¼
Xk
i¼1
Xn
j¼kþ1
ðwiw0j  w0iwjÞ:As for j > i, wiw0j  w0iwj P 0, so sk P s0k for k = 1,2, . . . ,n. h
Theorem 3. For OWA weighting vectors W ¼ ðw1;w2; . . . ;wnÞ;W 0 ¼ ðw01;w02; . . . ;w0nÞ, if wi  wiþ1 P w0i  w0iþ1
for i = 1,2, . . . , n  1, then 8k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; sk P s0k.
Proof. If wi  wiþ1 P w0i  w0iþ1; i ¼ 1; 2 . . . ; n 1, then wi  w0i P wiþ1  w0iþ1. Let di ¼ wi  w0i, it has
d1P d2P   P dn. Considering that
Pn
i¼1di ¼
Pn
i¼1wi 
Pn
i¼1w
0
i ¼ 0, di must have the form as
d1P d2P    P drP 0P dr+1P   P dn, it can be obtained that for all k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n;
Pk
i¼1di P 0, that
is sk  s0k P 0, so sk P s0k. h
From Corollary 1 and Theorems 2, 3, it can be obtained that
Corollary 2. For any two OWA weighting vectors W = (w1,w2, . . . ,wn), W 0 ¼ ðw01;w02; . . . ;w0nÞ in an OWA
weighting vector family W, if for jP i (i, j = 1,2, . . . , n), wiw0j P w
0
iwj stands, then orness(W)P orness(W
0)
implies "X = (x1,x2, . . . ,xn), F W ðX ÞP F W 0 ðX Þ.
Corollary 3. For any two OWA weighting vectors W = (w1,w2, . . . ,wn), W
0 ¼ ðw01;w02; . . . ;w0nÞ in an OWA
weighting vector family W, if wi  wiþ1 P w0i  w0iþ1, with i = 1,2, . . . , n  1, then orness(W)P orness(W 0)
implies "X = (x1,x2, . . . ,xn), F W ðX ÞP F W 0 ðX Þ.
If the OWA weighting vectors are nonzero, the condition of Corollary 2 can be replaced with a more sim-
pliﬁed form.
Corollary 4. For any two OWA weighting vectors W = (w1,w2, . . . ,wn), W 0 ¼ ðw01;w02; . . . ;w0nÞ in a nonzero
OWA weighting vector family W, if wiwiþ1 P
w0i
w0iþ1
, with i = 1,2, . . . , n  1, stands, then orness(W)P orness(W0)
implies "X = (x1,x2, . . . ,xn), F W ðX ÞP F W 0 ðX Þ.
Proof. If wiwiþ1 P
w0i
w0
iþ1
, with i = 1,2, . . . ,n  1, then wiw0i P
wiþ1
w0
iþ1
, so w1w0
1
P w2w0
2
P   P wnw0n, that is for j > iP 1,
wiw0j P wjw
0
i, from Corollary 2, it can be obtained that orness(W)P orness(W
0) implies "X = (x1,x2, . . . ,xn),
F W ðX ÞP F W 0 ðX Þ. h
Corollaries 3 and 4 can be seen as the alternative forms of the following conclusions about OWA operator
in [29, p. 165–169], where the proofs were once very complicated.
Corollary 5. [29] For nonzero OWA weighting vectors W ¼ ðw1;w2; . . . ;wnÞ;W 0 ¼ ðw01;w02; . . . ;w0nÞ, if wiwiþ1 Pw0i
w0iþ1
, with i = 1,2, . . . , n  1, then "X = (x1,x2, . . . ,xn), F W ðX ÞP F W 0 ðX Þ, especially that orness(W)P
orness(W 0).
Corollary 6 [29]. For OWA weighting vectors W ¼ ðw1;w2; . . . ;wnÞ;W 0 ¼ ðw01;w02; . . . ;w0nÞ, if wi  wiþ1 P
w0i  w0iþ1, with i = 1,2, . . . , n  1, then "X = (x1,x2, . . . ,xn), F W ðX ÞP F W 0 ðX Þ, especially that orness(W)P
orness(W 0).
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The RIM quantiﬁer provides information aggregation procedure guided by verbally expressed concepts
and a dimension independent description of the desired aggregation. With the generating function technique,
the RIM quantiﬁer can be seen as the continuous case of OWA operator [23,27]. In this subsection, a neces-
sary and suﬃcient condition and two suﬃcient conditions for the aggregation of RIM quantiﬁer be consistent
is proposed. Theorems 4–6 show the corresponding conclusions in RIM quantiﬁer with the generating func-
tion method.
These conclusions can also be seen as extensions of that in a recent paper [27] under the weighted OWA
operator (WOWA) context [38], if the WOWA operator is regarded as a combination of the ordinary
OWA operator and RIM quantiﬁer aggregation methods. These expressions and proofs can be compared with
the OWA operator properties in Section 3.1.
Corresponding to Theorem 1, it has
Theorem 4. For RIM quantifiers Q(x), G(x), "X, FQ(X)P FG(X) and orness(Q)P orness(G) if and only if for
every rational point x 2 [0,1], Q(x)P G(x).1
Proof. 1. Sufficiency
First, we will prove that if for every rational point x 2 [0, 1], Q(x)P G(x), then "X, FQ(X)P FG(X), and
orness(Q)P orness(G).
Let us suppose that x1P x2P   P xn, then1 Th
orness(F QðX Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1
xi Q
i
n
 
 Q i 1
n
  
¼ xnQð1Þ þ
Xn1
i¼1
ðxi  xiþ1ÞQ in
 
¼ xn þ
Xn1
i¼1
ðxi  xiþ1ÞQ in
 
: ð7ÞSimilarly, F GðX Þ ¼ xn þ
Pn1
i¼1 ðxi  xiþ1ÞGð inÞ,F QðX Þ  F GðX Þ ¼
Xn1
i¼1
ðxi  xiþ1Þ Q in
 
 G i
n
  
: ð8ÞAs xi  xi+1P 0, so FQ(X)  FG(X)P 0. From (4), it also has ornessðQÞ  ornessðGÞ ¼R 1
0
ðQðxÞ  GðxÞÞdxP 0:
2. Necessity
On the other hand, if "X, FQ(X)P FG(X), let X i ¼ ð1; 1; . . . ; 1
ith
; 0; 0; . . . ; 0Þ, i = 1,2, . . . ,n, then
FQ(X
i)P FG(X
i). From (8), it has Qð inÞP Gð inÞ. As Qð inÞP Gð inÞ stands for any n and i 6 n, so Q(x)P G(x)
for every rational point x 2 [0, 1]. h
From Theorem 4, the necessary and suﬃcient conditions for the consistent aggregation with RIM quanti-
ﬁer can also be obtained, which correspond to Corollary 1.
Corollary 7. For any two RIM quantifiers Q(x), G(x) in a RIM quantifier family Q, orness(Q)P orness(G)
implies "X, FQ(X)P FG(X) if and only if for every rational point x 2 [0,1], Q(x)P G(x).
Similar to the case of OWA operator, such condition also does not hold for a general RIM quantiﬁer fam-
ily, A negative example was given in [23, p. 589].
In what follows, two suﬃcient consistent aggregation conditions for the RIM quantiﬁer will be proposed
with the generating function technique. They can also be seen as extensions of the results in [23,27], which give
more detailed discussions.
Corresponding to Theorems 2 and 3, it has
Theorem 5. For two RIM quantifiers Q(x), G(x) with generating functions f(t), g(t) respectively, if "s, t 2 [0,1],
tP s, f(s)g(t)P f(t)g(s), then "x 2 [0,1], Q(x)P G(x).is can be seen as an extension of the theorem in [47, p. 140], which only concluded that if "x 2 [0,1], Q(x)P G(x), then
Q)P orness(G).
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R 1
0
f ðtÞdt ¼ R 1
0
gðtÞdt ¼ 1, similar to the proof of Theorem 2,QðxÞ  GðxÞ ¼
Z x
0
f ðtÞdt 
Z x
0
gðtÞdt ¼
Z x
0
f ðtÞdt
Z 1
0
gðtÞdt 
Z x
0
gðtÞdt
Z 1
0
f ðtÞdt
¼
Z x
0
f ðtÞdt
Z 1
x
gðtÞdt 
Z x
0
gðtÞdt
Z 1
x
f ðtÞdt ¼
Z Z
06s6x
x6t61
f ðsÞgðtÞdsdt 
Z Z
06s6x
x6t61
gðsÞf ðtÞdsdt
¼
Z Z
06s6x
x6t61
ðf ðsÞgðtÞ  gðsÞf ðtÞÞdsdt:If "s, t 2 [0, 1], tP s, f(s)g(t)  g(s)f(t)P 0, then "x 2 [0, 1], Q(x)P G(x). h
Theorem 6. For two RIM quantifiers Q(x), G(x) with generating functions f(t), g(t) respectively, if "s, t 2 [0,1],
tP s, f(s)  f(t)P g(s)  g(t), then "x 2 [0,1], Q(x)P G(x).
Proof. Let RðxÞ ¼ QðxÞ  GðxÞ ¼ R x
0
ðf ðtÞ  gðtÞÞdt. If "s, t 2 [0,1], tP s, f(s)  f(t)P g(s)  g(t) that is
f(s)  g(s)P f(t)  g(t), r(t) = f(t)  g(t) is decreasing for t on [0,1], so R(x) is concave for x. As
R(0) = R(1) = 0, so "x 2 [0,1], R(x)P 0, Q(x)P G(x). h
Similar to Corollaries 2 and 3, it has
Corollary 8. For any two RIM quantifiers Q(x), G(x) in a RIM quantifier family Q, with generating functions
f(t), g(t) respectively, if "s, t 2 [0,1], tP s, f(s)g(t)P f(t)g(s), then orness(Q)P orness(G) implies "X,
FQ(X)P FG(X).
Corollary 9. For any two RIM quantifiers Q(x), G(x) in a RIM quantifier family Q, with generating functions
f(t), g(t) respectively, if "s, t 2 [0,1], tP s, f(s)  f(t)P g(s)  g(t), then orness(Q)P orness(G) implies "X,
FQ(X)P FG(X).
If the generating functions are nonzero, Corollary 8 can be expressed in a similar form of Corollary 9.
Corollary 10. For any two RIM quantifiers Q(x), G(x) in a RIM quantifier family Q, with generating functions
f(t), g(t) respectively, if "s, t 2 [0,1], tP s, f ðsÞf ðtÞ P gðsÞgðtÞ, then orness(Q)P orness(G) implies "X, FQ(X)P FG(X).
Further more, if the generating functions are diﬀerentiable, both of them can be expressed in a more sim-
pliﬁed form.
Corollary 11. For any two RIM quantifiers Q(x), G(x) in a RIM quantifier family Q, with generating functions
f(t), g(t) respectively, if "t 2 [0,1], f 0ðtÞf ðtÞ 6 g
0ðtÞ
gðtÞ , then orness(Q)P orness(G) implies "X, FQ(X)P FG(X).
Proof. Let lðtÞ ¼ f ðtÞgðtÞ, then l0ðtÞ ¼ f
0ðtÞgðtÞf ðtÞg0ðtÞ
g2ðtÞ . As f(t), g(t) > 0, if "t 2 [0, 1], f
0ðtÞ
f ðtÞ 6
g0ðtÞ
gðtÞ , then
f 0(t)g(t)  f(t)g 0(t) 6 0, it has l 0(t) 6 0, l(t) is decreasing on [0,1], so "s, t 2 [0, 1], tP s, f ðtÞgðtÞ 6 f ðsÞgðsÞ, that is
f(s)g(t)P f(t)g(s), from Corollary 8, orness(Q)P orness(G) implies "X, FQ(X)P FG(X). h
Corollary 12. For any two RIM quantifiers Q(x), G(x) in a RIM quantifier family Q, with generating functions
f(t), g(t) respectively, if "t 2 [0,1], f 0(t) 6 g 0(t), then orness(Q)P orness(G) implies "X, FQ(X)P FG(X).
Proof. Let d(t) = f(t)  g(t), then d 0(t) = f 0(t)  g 0(t). If "t 2 [0, 1], f 0(t) 6 g 0(t), it has d 0(t) 6 0, d(t) is decreas-
ing on [0,1], so "s, t 2 [a,b], tP s, f(s)  g(s)P f(t)  g(t), that is f(s)  f(t)P g(s)  g(t), from Corollary 9,
orness(Q)P orness(G) implies "X, FQ(X)P FG(X). h
With (5), the conditions of Corollaries 11 and 12 can be replaced without involving the generating function.
f 0ðtÞ
f ðtÞ 6
g0ðtÞ
gðtÞ in Corollary 11 can be replaced with
Q00ðtÞ
Q0ðtÞ 6
G00ðtÞ
G0ðtÞ. With the convex concept between two functions [5,
X. Liu, S. Han / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 48 (2008) 77–97 85pp. 49–50], the expressions "t 2 [0, 1], Q00ðtÞQ0ðtÞ 6 G
00ðtÞ
G0ðtÞ means that QP1 is concave. Similarly, f 0(t) 6 g 0(t) in
Corollary 12 can be replaced with Q 0(t)  G 0(t) 6 0, which means Q  G is concave. Both of them mean that
the more concave (less convex) of the RIM quantiﬁer membership function is, the bigger the orness level of the
RIM quantiﬁer and the aggregation value will be.
Comparing the conclusions of OWAoperator and that of RIMquantiﬁer respectively, the generating function
f(t) of the RIM quantiﬁer Q(x) plays the role of wi in the OWA operator exactly. With this relationship, the
researches on OWA operator and RIM quantiﬁer can be uniﬁed in the same framework. Theoretically speaking,
for a certain generating function f(x) of a RIM quantiﬁer and the corresponding OWAoperator, both f(x) andwi
should have almost the same form, and have almost the same properties in the aggregation process. Both theRIM
quantiﬁer and the OWA operator have their own advantages in applications. The former have a clear linguistic
interpretation and dimension free in aggregation, and the latter can manipulate the aggregated objects directly.
In some special cases, a certain family of RIM quantiﬁers and that of the OWA operators can be strictly
corresponded each other. That is for a parameterized family OWA operators with orness level ranging
between 0 and 1, there will also exist a parameterized RIM quantiﬁer family with orness level ranging between
0 and 1 ( That is between there exists and all). This can be seen as a reﬁnement of the OWA operator gener-
ating method with RIM quantiﬁer [48]. In such case, the orness levels of the RIM quantiﬁer and that of the
OWA operator are usually diﬀerent, their orness levels approach the same value only when n! +1. Unfor-
tunately, as we will see later, comparing with the process to get the desired RIM quantiﬁer, the methods to
obtain the corresponding OWA weighting vector maybe much more complicated, and they are restricted in
some special cases. Trying to ﬁnd a general method to get the OWA weighting vector which corresponds
to a RIM quantiﬁer family should be an interesting problem in this topic.
4. Some families of parameterized consistent RIM quantiﬁers
As mentioned before, all the OWA operators range betweenW* andW
*, and all the RIM quantiﬁers range
between Q* and Q
*, with the orness levels being 0 and 1 respectively. If the orness level is used as a control
parameter in the aggregation process, a natural requirement is that the aggregation value should be consistent
with the orness level to reﬂect our ‘‘andlike’’ or ‘‘orlike’’ attitude. Indeed, a higher degree of orness should lead
to better aggregated results. As mentioned in Section 3, this is possible only when the concerning conditions of
the OWA weighting vector or the RIM quantiﬁer generating functions can be satisﬁed.
In this section, some existing parameterized consistent RIM quantiﬁer families and their corresponding OWA
operators with orness level as their control parameters are summarized [23–25,27,29,47] in an uniform frame-
work. A more clear image of the correspondence between OWA operator and RIM quantiﬁer can be obtained.
As the RIM quantiﬁers are usually simpler in their expression than the OWA operator and can be con-
nected with the linguistic terms in intuitive way (which is discussed in Section 5), the conclusions about
RIM quantiﬁer are introduced ﬁrstly, and the corresponding OWA operators are given in the next.
4.1. Three parameterized consistent RIM quantiﬁer families
4.1.1. RIM quantiﬁer family with exponential generating function
From Corollary 11, for a RIM quantiﬁer with generating function f(x), to make it more orlike or andlike, it
only need to increase or to decrease the value of expression f
0ðtÞ
f ðtÞ respectively. The simplest way is to set
f 0ðtÞ
f ðtÞ ¼ k
as the control parameter of the orness level for the RIM quantiﬁer.
From f
0ðtÞ
f ðtÞ ¼ k, it can obtained that f(t) = cekt, c is a constant. Consider that
R 1
0
f ðtÞdt ¼ 1 in Deﬁnition 2,
thenf ðtÞ ¼
kekt
ek1 if k 6¼ 0;
1 otherwise;
(
ð9Þ
QðxÞ ¼
Z x
0
f ðtÞdt ¼
ekx1
ek1 if k 6¼ 0;
x otherwise:
(
ð10Þ
86 X. Liu, S. Han / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 48 (2008) 77–97Let ek = a,QðxÞ ¼
ax1
a1 if a > 0 and a 6¼ 1;
x if a ¼ 1;

ð11Þ
ornessðQÞ ¼
Z 1
0
QðxÞdx ¼
a1lnðaÞ
ða1Þ lnðaÞ if a > 0 and a 6¼ 1;
1
2
otherwise;
(
ð12ÞAs oQoa ¼ xa
xxax1axþ1
ða1Þ2 , let RðxÞ ¼ xa
xxax1axþ1
ax ¼ x xa 1þ 1ax, then R(0) = R(1) = 0, and R 0 0(x) = axln(a)2P 0,
R(x) is convex, R(x) 6 0, so oQoa 6 0, Q(x) monotonically decreases with parameter a. Furthermore,
lim
a!0
ornessðQÞ ¼ 1, lim
a!þ1
ornessðQÞ ¼ 0. So (11) is a consistent parameterized RIM quantiﬁer with orness level
ranging between 0 and 1. The membership functions of Q(x) for diﬀerent orness levels are plotted in Fig. 1. It
can also be veriﬁed that f(x) is the optimal solution in the sense of maximum entropy [25].
The discrete form of exponential function RIM quantiﬁer is the maximum entropy OWA operator
W = (w1,w2, . . . ,wn) in geometric form [29], which is determined by
wiþ1
wi
¼ qði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n 1Þ, that iswi ¼ q
i1Pn1
j¼0q
j
; ð13Þ
ornessðW Þ ¼
Pn1
i¼1 ðn iÞqi1
ðn 1ÞPn1j¼0qj : ð14ÞWith given orness(W) = a and n, q is the root solution of (15)ðn 1Þaqn1 þ
Xn
i¼2
ððn 1Þa iþ 1Þqni ¼ 0: ð15ÞA similar method is also proposed in [14]. W can be obtained by solving a polynomial equation instead of
the maximum entropy nonlinear programming problem.
4.1.2. RIM quantiﬁer family with piecewise linear generating function
Similar to the ideas of RIM quantiﬁer with exponential generating function, from Corollary 12, it is also
reasonable to set f 0(x) = m as the control parameter for the RIM quantiﬁer. This means f(x) is a linear func-
tion with m as its slope ratio, that is f(x) = mx + n. As f(x) must be nonnegative, it can be assumed that f(x) is
a piecewise linear function. This becomes the equidiﬀerent RIM quantiﬁer [23]f ðxÞ ¼ mxþ n if mxþ nP 0;
0 otherwise:

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Fig. 1. The shape of Q(x) for diﬀerent orness level with exponential function.
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0
ð1 xÞf ðxÞdx ¼ a, considering R 1
0
f ðxÞdx ¼ 1, it can be obtained that f(x) should be the
form of (17) with a in three diﬀerent cases [23]Case 1: 0 < a 6 1
3
; f ðxÞ ¼ 0; if 0 6 x 6 1 3a;2ðx1þ3aÞ
9a2 if 1 3a < x 6 1:
(
Case 2:
1
3
< a 6 2
3
; f ðxÞ ¼ ð6 12aÞxþ ð6a 2Þ; 0 6 x 6 1:
Case 3:
2
3
< a < 1; f ðxÞ ¼
2ð33axÞ
9ð1aÞ2 if 0 6 x 6 3 3a;
0 if 3 3a < x 6 1:
( ð17ÞWith QðxÞ ¼ R x
0
f ðtÞdt,Case 1: 0 < a <
1
3
; QðxÞ ¼
0 if 0 6 x 6 1 3a;
ðxþ3a1Þ2
9a2 if 1 3a < x 6 1:
(
Case 2:
1
3
6 a 6 2
3
; QðxÞ ¼ 3x2  2xþ 6axð1 xÞ; 0 6 x 6 1:
Case 3:
2
3
< a < 1; QðxÞ ¼
x2þ6x6xa
9ð1aÞ2 if 0 6 x 6 3 3a;
1 if 3 3a < x 6 1:
( ð18ÞThe membership functions of Q(x) for diﬀerent orness levels are plotted in Fig. 2. This is another consistent
RIM quantiﬁer family. Furthermore, it can be proved that it is the optimal solution in the sense of minimum
variance [23].
The discrete case of this RIM quantiﬁer family is the maximum spread equidiﬀerent OWA operator [24].
An equidiﬀerent OWA weighting vector W = (w1,w2, . . . ,wn) can be expressed as:wi ¼
aþ ði 1Þd if aþ ði 1Þd P 0;
0 otherwise:

ð19Þwith
Pn
i¼1wi ¼ 1.
If an equidiﬀerent OWA operator has m nonnegative arithmetic progression (equidiﬀerent) elements, then it
can be expressed in the following two cases:Case 1: d 6 0; wi ¼
aþ ði 1Þd if 1 6 i 6 m;
0 if mþ 1 6 i 6 n:

Case 2: d P 0; wi ¼
0 if 1 6 i 6 n m;
aþ ði nþ m 1Þd if n mþ 1 6 i 6 n:
 ð20Þwhere aP 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
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Fig. 2. The shape of Q(x) for diﬀerent orness level with piecewise linear generating function.
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maximum of m, it is called maximum spread equidiﬀerent OWA (MSEOWA) operator [24]. The MSEOWA
operator is the optimal solution of the minimum variance problem [15]. The method to generate such OWA
weighting vectorW = (w1,w2, . . . ,wn) with given orness level a is in the following, where [*] represents the ﬂoor
of a real number [24].
Algorithm 1. Step 1. Determine m with (21).m ¼
½3aðn 1Þ þ 2 if 0 < a 6 1
3
;
n if 1
3
< a 6 2
3
;
½3n 3aðn 1Þ  1 if 2
3
< a < 1:
8><
>: ð21ÞStep 2. Determine d with (22).d ¼
6ð2a2naþm1Þ
mðm21Þ if 0 < a <
1
3
;
6ð12aÞ
nðnþ1Þ if
1
3
6 a 6 2
3
;
6ð2a2naþ2nm1Þ
mðm21Þ if
2
3
< a < 1:
8>><
>>:
ð22ÞStep 3. Determine W = (w1,w2, . . . ,wn) with (23).Case 1: 0 < a <
1
3
; wi ¼
0 if 1 6 i 6 n m;
dm2þdmþ2
2m þ ði nþ m 1Þd if n mþ 1 6 i 6 n:
(
Case 2:
1
3
6 a 6 2
3
; wi ¼ dn
2 þ dnþ 2
2n
þ ði 1Þd; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n:
Case 3:
2
3
< a < 1; wi ¼
dm2þdmþ2
2m þ ði 1Þd if 1 6 i 6 m;
0 if n mþ 1 6 i 6 n:
(
ð23Þ4.1.3. RIM quantiﬁer family with power generating function
Like the RIM quantiﬁer with exponential function, if f
0ðxÞ
f ðxÞ ¼ r1x , then f(x) = Cxr1, so
QðxÞ ¼ R x
0
f ðtÞdt ¼ Cr xr. Considering Deﬁnition 1, Q(x) should have the following form:QðxÞ ¼ xr; r 2 ð0;þ1Þ; ð24Þ
ornessðQÞ ¼ 1
r þ 1 : ð25ÞThis case was discussed in [47, p. 140]. It can be seen that (24) is a consistent parameterized RIM quantiﬁer
with orness level between 0 and 1. The membership functions are plotted in Fig. 3.
Unfortunately, we cannot conceive the corresponding OWA operator form for this RIM quantiﬁer family,
as its characteristic is not found. A feasible way to make the OWA operator orness changing between 0 and 1
in power function form when r > 0 is thatwi ¼
ir1Pn
i¼1
ir1
if rP 1;
i11=rPn
i¼1
i11=r
if 0 < r < 1:
8>>><
>>:
ð26ÞAll these three kinds of RIM quantiﬁers and OWA operators have a common property that when
ornessðQÞ ¼ 1
2
, then Q(x) = x; and when ornessðW Þ ¼ 1
2
, thenW =WA. They can be seen as parameterized gen-
eralizations of the arithmetic mean in the RIM quantiﬁer and OWA operator forms respectively.
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Fig. 3. The shape of Q(x) for diﬀerent orness level with power function.
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In [47], Yager proposed various forms of OWA weighting vectors and the corresponding RIM quantiﬁers
with piecewise linear membership functions. They include the Slide OWA (S-OWA), Step OWA and Window
OWA operator and RIM quantiﬁer forms. Here, the parameterized families of these RIM quantiﬁers are
given. For any d 2 [0,1], there is a RIM quantiﬁer Q(x), that makes orness(Q) = d. By selecting appropriate
parameter forms, the aggregation value for any aggregated elements set can be consistent with the orness level
when the condition of Corollary 7 satisﬁes. It should be noted that the orness levels of their corresponding
OWA operators may be not continuous (such as the step and the widow OWA operator). For more discus-
sions of them, readers can see [47].
4.2.1. Slide RIM quantiﬁer family
The slide RIM quantiﬁer corresponds to the Slide OWA(S-OWA) operator [47,58] (Fig. 4). A slide RIM
quantiﬁer can be deﬁned asQðxÞ ¼
0 if x ¼ 0;
aþ ð1 a bÞx if 0 < x < 1;
1 if x ¼ 1:
8><
>: ð27Þwhere a + b 6 1.ornessðQÞ ¼ 1
2
ð1þ a bÞ: ð28ÞWhen a = 0, this becomes the andlike S-OWA quantiﬁer, and when b = 0, this becomes the orlike S-OWA
quantiﬁer, which was discussed in [47, pp. 134–136].0
0
1
x
Q(
x)
Q(
x)
1
Fig. 4. S-OWA quantiﬁer family.
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1
n ð1 a bÞ þ a if i ¼ 1;
1
n ð1 a bÞ if i ¼ 2; . . . ; n 1;
1
n ð1 a bÞ þ b if i ¼ n;
8><
>: ð29Þ
ornessðW Þ ¼ 1
2
ð1þ a bÞ: ð30ÞFrom (29), a,b can be seen as the parameters of rotation transformation. By selecting a,b appropriately, the
consistent RIM quantiﬁers or corresponding OWA operators can be obtained if the condition of Corollary 7
or 1 is satisﬁed.
4.2.2. Step RIM quantiﬁer family
A step RIM quantiﬁer is a generator of the step OWA operator [47, p. 136]QðxÞ ¼ 0 if 0 6 x 6 c;
1 if c < x 6 1:

ð31Þ
ornessðQÞ ¼ 1 c ð32Þ
The step RIM quantiﬁer can be interpreted as ‘‘at least c percent’’ and the orness of the OWA operator maybe
discontinuous.The membership function of a step RIM quantiﬁer is plotted in Fig. 5.
The corresponding step OWA operator W = (w1,w2, . . . ,wn) iswi ¼
1 if i ¼ k;
0 if i 6¼ k;

ð33Þ
ornessðW Þ ¼ n k
n 1 : ð34ÞObviously, a consistent RIM quantiﬁer family can be obtained just by shifting c on [0,1].
4.2.3. Window RIM quantiﬁer family
A window RIM quantiﬁer corresponds to the window OWA operator [47, p. 137], which disregards the top
and bottom scoring elementsQðxÞ ¼
0 if 0 6 x 6 a;
xa
b if a < x 6 aþ b;
1 if aþ b < x 6 1;
8><
>: ð35Þwhere a + b 6 1.ornessðQÞ ¼ 1 a 1
2
b ð36ÞIts membership function is shown in Fig. 6.0
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Fig. 5. Step RIM quantiﬁer family.
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Fig. 6. Window RIM quantiﬁer family.
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0 if i < k;
1
m if k 6 i < k þ m;
0 if iP k þ m;
8><
>: ð37Þ
ornessðW Þ ¼ 1
n 1 n k 
1
2
ðm 1Þ
 
: ð38ÞThe orness(W) is also discontinuous on [0,1].
A consistent RIM quantiﬁer family can also be obtained by selecting the parameters appropriately in a sim-
ilar way.
4.3. An extension of the consistent RIM quantiﬁer families
As the unique condition for a parameterized consistent RIM quantiﬁer family is the quantiﬁers to satisfy the
condition of Corollary 7, all the RIM quantiﬁer families listed above can be extended to some general forms.
As a generalization, the formula f
0ðxÞ
f ðxÞ ¼ pðx; aÞ can be used. In case of exponential RIM quantiﬁers,
p(x,a) = a; whilst in case of power RIM quantiﬁers, pðx; aÞ ¼ a1x . If p(x,a) is monotonic with a, the RIM
quantiﬁer family will always be consistent. it only needs to select appropriate form of p(x,a) in order to make
the orness level of the RIM quantiﬁer ranging between 0 and 1. The piecewise linear function can also be
extended with f 0(x) = p(x,a) in a similar way.
The slide quantiﬁers, the step quantiﬁers and the window quantiﬁers can also be extended to their general
forms. In indeed, for the orlike slide quantiﬁers, Q(x) rotates around (1,1) when a changes. For the step and
the window quantiﬁers, Q(x) shifts horizontally when c or a changes.
A general form of these quantiﬁers can be expressed as (39).QðxÞ ¼
0 if x ¼ 0;
0 if x 2 ð0; 1Þ and pðx; aÞ < 0;
pðx; aÞ if x 2 ð0; 1Þ and 0 6 pðx; aÞ 6 1;
1 if x 2 ð0; 1Þ and pðx; aÞ > 1;
1 if x ¼ 1;
8>>>><
>>>:
ð39Þwhere a can be the parameter of a shift or rotation transformation, p(x,a) is an increasing function for x in
[0,1] when a is ﬁxed.
Similar discussions can also be done for the OWA operator, but its expression will be more complicated.
5. Two consistent generalizations on the existing piecewise linear linguistic RIM quantiﬁers
The RIM quantiﬁer is widely used in linguistic terms to express the decision maker’s preferences, such as in
group decision making [4,9,18], information aggregation [17], system evaluation [40] and database query
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applications are that with the linear membership functions. Some typical RIM quantiﬁers with linguistic terms
and their piecewise linear membership functions are summarized in Table 1.
With the conclusions of Section 3, to make the desired aggregation values and the speciﬁc corresponding
RIM quantiﬁer linguistic terms be consistent, the ﬁrst thing to do is to give a linguistic term set and to deﬁne
the order relations between them. For RIM quantiﬁers, a natural consideration is to use the orness level to
reﬂect the diﬀerent aggregation properties between them (such as orness(there exists) > orness(at least half) >
orness(almost all) > orness(all)). Some parameterized RIM quantiﬁer families Q(x, a) is discussed where
parameter a determines the orness level of these quantiﬁers, which serves as the control parameter in the aggre-
gation process. From Corollary 7, to make the aggregation value (for any aggregated elements set) be consis-
tent with the orness level, Q(x,a) should satisfy the condition that if a1P a2, then Q(x,a1)P Q(x,a2) for all
x 2 [0, 1]. The parameterized consistent RIM quantiﬁer families in Section 4 satisfy this condition, but they
seldom linked to linguistic quantiﬁer terms, let lone to give a systematic division between there exist and
all. Neither can we ﬁnd literatures to give such a division. Most of the linguistic RIM quantiﬁer terms are intu-
itively identiﬁed on the basis of experiences and perceptions. For example, the quantiﬁer most had diﬀerent
formulations as reported in Table 2. Considering consistent linguistic RIM quantiﬁer family provides a sys-
tematic way to divide and compare these linguistic quantiﬁers.
The aim of this section is making an eﬀort to associate the parameterized quantiﬁer family to the daily lin-
guistic terms as Table 1. With Corollary 7, it can be seen that the RIM quantiﬁers in Table 1 cannot belong
to the same RIM quantiﬁer family, and they also do not cover the spectrum between the term there exists and
all. In the following, two general forms of parameterized RIM quantiﬁer that can change continuously
between there exists (orness = 1) and all (orness = 0) are proposed. All the RIM quantiﬁers in Table 1 and
the RIM quantiﬁer families with piecewise linear membership functions in Section 4.2 become the special cases
of them.
The ﬁrst proposed parameterized RIM quantiﬁer Q(x,a,p) is the general form that combines the piecewise
linear RIM quantiﬁer, the step and window RIM quantiﬁer families together with shift and rotation transfor-
mations. Q(x,a,p) has two parameters p, and a, with x 2 [0, 1] be the variable of the membership function. p is
the spread of the slope part for the piecewise linear membership function; 1  p will be the maximum spread
the shift transformation can be done. And a 2 [0,1] is the orness level of the RIM quantiﬁer. When the orness
level a is very small ðp 6 p
2
Þ, Q(x) changes with a through a rotation transformation around (1,1). When a is
very large ðp > 1 p
2
Þ, Q(x) changes with a through a rotation transformation around (0,0), in the rest case,
Q(x) changes with a through a shift transformation. This RIM quantiﬁer family changes continuously
between the terms there exists and all. The analytical formula of Q(x,a,p) is shown in (40). The membership
functions with diﬀerent a (from 0 to 1 with step size 0.05) are shown in Fig. 7. By setting appropriate param-
eters p and a, all the RIM quantiﬁers in Table 1 and both the step and window RIM quantiﬁer families in
Section 4.2 become its special casesCase 1: 0 6 a 6 p
2
; Qðx; a; pÞ ¼ 0 if 0 6 x 6 1 2a;xð12aÞ
2a if 1 2a < x 6 1:

Case 2:
p
2
< a 6 1 p
2
; Qðx; a; pÞ ¼
0 if 0 6 x 6 1 a p
2
;
xð1ap2Þ
p if 1 a p2 < x 6 1 aþ p2 ;
1 if 1 aþ p
2
< x 6 1:
8><
>:
Case 3: 1 p
2
< a 6 1; Qðx; a; pÞ ¼
x
2ð1aÞ if 0 6 x 6 2ð1 aÞ;
1 if 2ð1 aÞ < x 6 1:
(
ð40ÞAnother general parameterized RIM quantiﬁer that can include the slide RIM quantiﬁer family is also pro-
posed in (41) with Q(x,a,b,a), where x is the membership function variable, a is the orness level, a,b are the
transformation variables. Unlike the previously proposed parameterized RIM quantiﬁer (40),Q(x,a,b,a) with
(41) is mainly based on the anticlockwise rotation transformation within the unit square. The beginning
position is the connecting line between (0,a) and (1,b). (0,a), (1,b) are the anchor points which the rotation
Table 1
Some RIM quantiﬁer linguistic terms [3,4,9,11,16–18,20,40]
Linguistic terms Membership functions Orness
There exists QðxÞ ¼ 0 if x ¼ 0
1 if x 6¼ 0

0 0.5 1
0
0.5
1
x
Q(
x)
Q(
x)
1
All QðxÞ ¼ 0 if x 6¼ 1
1 if x ¼ 1

0 0.5 1
0
0.5
1
x
Q(
x)
Q(
x)
0
Most QðxÞ ¼
0 if 0 6 x 6 0:3
2ðx 0:3Þ if 0:3 < x 6 0:8
1 if 0:8 < x 6 1
8<
:
0 0.5 1
0
0.5
1
x
Q(
x)
Q(
x)
0.45
At least half QðxÞ ¼ 2x if 0 6 x 6 0:5
1 if 0:5 < x 6 1

0 0.5 1
0
0.5
1
x
Q(
x)
Q(
x)
0.75
At many as possible QðxÞ ¼ 0 if 0 6 x 6 0:5
2x if 0:5 < x 6 1

0 0.5 1
0
0.5
1
x
Q(
x)
Q(
x)
0.25
Average Q(x) = x(0 6 x 6 1)
0 0.5 1
0
0.5
1
x
Q(
x)
Q(
x)
0.5
(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)
Linguistic terms Membership functions Orness
More than a QðxÞ ¼ 0 if 0 6 x 6 ax
1a if a < x 6 1

10
0
1
x
Q(
x)
 
Q(
x) 1 a
2
At least a QðxÞ ¼
x
a if 0 6 x 6 a
1 if a < x 6 1

0
0
1
x
Q(
x)
 
Q(
x)
1 a
2
Table 2
The diﬀerent membership function deﬁnitions for most
Functions Literature sources
QðxÞ ¼
0 if 0 6 x 6 0:3
2ðx 0:3Þ if 0:3 < x 6 0:8
1 if 0:8 < x 6 1
8<
: Wang and Lin [40, p. 351], Herrera and Herrera-Viedma [17, p. 649], Bordogna et al. [4, p. 129]
QðxÞ ¼
0 if 0 6 x 6 0:4
2ðx 0:4Þ if 0:4 < x 6 0:9
1 if 0:9 < x 6 1
8<
: Pasi and Yager [36, p. 395]
Q(x) = x(0 6 x 6 1) Galindo, Medina and Cubero [16, p. 722]
QðxÞ ¼ 0 if 0 6 x 6 0:5ð2x 1Þ0:5 if 0:5 < x 6 1

Feng and Dillon [11, p. 92]
0 0.5 1
0
0.5
1
x
Q(
x)
0 0.5 1
x
0 0.5 1
x
Q(
x)
0
0.5
1
Q(
x)
Q(
x)
0
0.5
1
Q(
x)
Q(
x)
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 7. Parameterized RIM quantiﬁer (40) with diﬀerent orness levels.
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increasing with x. The membership functions with diﬀerent orness level a (from 0 to 1 with step size 0.05)
are shown in Fig. 8
0 0.5 1
0
0.5
1
x
Q(
x)
0 0.5 1
x
0 0.5 1
x
Q(
x)
0 0.5 1
0
0.5
1
x
Q(
x)
Q(
x)
0 0.5 1
0
0.5
1
x
Q(
x)
Q(
x)
0 0.5 1
0
0.5
1
x
Q(
x)
Q(
x)
0
0.5
1
Q(
x)
Q(
x)
0
0.5
1
Q(
x)
Q(
x)
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 8. Parameterized RIM quantiﬁer (41) with diﬀerent orness levels.
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1 if x 6¼ 0:

Case 2: 0 < a 6 b
2
; Qðx; a; a; bÞ ¼
0 if 0 6 x 6 1 2ab ;
b2ðx1Þ
2a þ b if 1 2ab < x < 1;
1 if x ¼ 1:
8><
>:
Case 3:
b
2
< a 6 aþ b
2
; Qðx; a; a; bÞ ¼
0 if x ¼ 0;
2a 1þ 2ðb aÞx if 0 < x < 1;
1 if x ¼ 1:
8><
>:
Case 4:
aþ b
2
< a 6 aþ 1
2
; Qðx; a; a; bÞ ¼
0 if x ¼ 0;
aþ 2ða aÞx if 0 < x < 1;
1 if x ¼ 1:
8><
>:
Case 5:
aþ 1
2
< a < 1; Qðx; a; a; bÞ ¼
0 if x ¼ 0;
aþ ð1aÞ2
2ð1aÞ x if 0 < x <
2ð1aÞ
ð1aÞ ;
1 if 2ð1aÞð1aÞ < x 6 1:
8><
>>:
Case 6: a ¼ 1; Qðx; a; a; bÞ ¼ 0 if x ¼ 0;
1 if x 6¼ 0:

ð41ÞOther alternatives to get such consistent RIM quantiﬁer families can also be proposed with the condition of
Corollary 7 being satisﬁed.6. Conclusions
A necessary and suﬃcient condition for the aggregation value be consistent with the orness level of the
OWA operator is proposed. Some properties of the OWA operator associated with the orness level are
extended and with simpliﬁed proofs. With the generating function technique, the corresponding conclusions
96 X. Liu, S. Han / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 48 (2008) 77–97for the RIM quantiﬁers are proposed with the generating function playing the role of the weighting vector in
the OWA operator. Some parameterized RIM quantiﬁer families and their OWA operator forms that can
make the aggregation value be consistent with the orness level are summarized. Two general parameterized
RIM quantiﬁer families that can include the most commonly used piecewise linear membership function
RIM quantiﬁers as special cases are proposed. The connection to the consistent linguistic term division
between there exist and all is attempted.
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